Chandeliers with serpent arms held at the National Museum of Lithuania and the Lithuanian Art Museum are among the earliest found in Lithuania. Previous efforts to find chandeliers of similar décor in Latvia or Poland while collecting material on lighting fixtures in Lithuania and the neighbouring countries were unsuccessful. Due to that reason, it was thought that the spread of these chandeliers of extraordinary décor was limited to the territory of Lithuania. A closer and more thorough look into collections of Western European museums has revealed that the motif of an elegantly coiled snake on chandelier arms should be related to Hans Rogiers, a founder who worked in Amsterdam in 1598-1638.
INTRODUCTION
In Lithuania and other European countries alike, development of chandeliers has not received much attention from researchers, thus each new publication helps to fill in the gaps. Although, during the last two decades, more than one publication thoroughly presenting certain groups of European chandeliers has appeared and research on these artefacts of applied art is promoted by the European Light gave me an impetus to study chandeliers with serpent arms and prompted to look at them from a different angle. The data presented in the publication allowed to trace a more significant origin of Lithuanian heritage objects, as well. 5
ORIGIN IN THE NETHERLANDS
As the authors of the above-mentioned article noted, the earliest iconographic source in which a lighting fixture in the shape of a coiled snake is recorded goes back to the last quarter of the 16th century. 6 The British Museum holds an engraving Christ in the House of Martha and Mary, attributed to Flemish draughtsman and painter Joos Goeimare. 7 Goeimare was born in the town of Kortrijk (West Belgium) and from 1586 until his death in 1610 lived in Amsterdam. Apparently, somewhat later, this work was replicated by his contemporary, engraver Boetius Adams Bolswert (1580?-1633) (Fig. 1) . 8 The biblical plot of Christ in the House of Martha and Mary (Lk 10, 38-42) takes place in the period interior of the late 16th century. 9 The characters are shown surrounded by earthly treasures and serpent-shaped candleholders hang on the fireplace depicted on the right.
A hanging candleholder very similar to the one seen in the painting is held at Amsterdam's Rijksmuseum (Fig. 2) . It is composed of a cartouche-shaped holder with a lion's head, into which a coiled serpent arm with a drip pan and a sconce is placed. An inscrip- Wall-mounted candleholders with serpent motifs created by this founder have survived in the Catholic Church of St Bartholomeus in Merksem, a suburb of Antwerp (North Belgium), and two wallmounted candleholders are presently held at the Fig. 1. Boetius Adamsz Bolswert (?) . Christ in the House of Martha and Mary. Print, 1590 -1633 . The National Museum of the Netherlands (Rijksmuseum), obj. No. RP-P-1906 -2224 Fig. 2. Hans Rogiers. Candleholder, 1599 Taking into account the fact that quite many chandeliers with serpent arms in Lithuania used to hang in synagogues, we can guess that the spread of these 
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COUNTERPARTS AND REPLICAS IN LITHUANIA
It is important to mention that in the 17th-19th century inventories of churches, manors, or private houses of Vilnius, chandeliers are described very laconically. Numbers of arms, materials, and placing of fixtures are mentioned, but data about their décor elements are very scarce. 19 Descriptions of chandeliers with serpent arms have not been found in written sources so far, thus the development of these ing examples shows that the coiling of serpents in the arms is different. According to this feature, we can divide them into three groups ( Fig. 4 ):
1. Arms with two coils from the early 17th century (closest to Rogier's artefacts) ( Fig. 4 b, c).
2. Arms with three coils from the 17th century ( Fig. 4 d, e ). At the middle of the stem, there is a round "box" for inserting the arms, and there is a small orb finial at the base. Importantly, the stems of the Gothic chandeliers most often had a faceted downward spire, the Renaissance ones were baluster-shaped and sometimes had a lion's head at the base, and in the early 17th century in the Netherlands, and later all around Europe, chandeliers with a polished larger or smaller orb finial at the base were made. The finial of the chandelier held at the LDM is small, as if "undeveloped", thus the chandelier can be dated to the 17th century. There are ten round holes in the middle. Upon a closer look, it can be seen that they were not bored but cast while shaping the finial. So far their function is not exactly clear. The chandelier with serpent arms held at the LDM was conserved by Sigitas Domarkas at the Pranas Gudynas Centre for Restoration in 1984. 22 Four broken arms were repaired, lost drip pans and sconces for candles were restored. The museum has no data as to where the chandelier originally hung.
Arms with
An almost identical chandelier can be seen in the photograph of the Valkininkai synagogue (Fig. 12 ).
An important fact is that its orb finial at the bottom of the stem also has holes, but the shape of the stem and the number of arms are different. Two arms held at the LNM (Inv. No. IM-4582) should also be attributed to this group of chandeliers. As can be seen from the scheme of the surviving arms Fig. 14) should be attributed to the third group.
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Comparing the arms of this chandelier (Fig. 4h) with the ones discussed earlier, we can see that they were crudely cast by a master that was not highly skilled. The stem and the orb finial of the chandelier are almost identical to those of the 17th-century dated chandelier held at the LDM (Fig. 11 ), but the crown of the chandelier held at the NMKČDM is rather roughly perforated and only imitates 17thcentury openwork forms. Taking this into account, the chandelier held at the NMKČDM could be regarded a 19th-century replica. Fragments of these chandeliers are sometimes found in church attics.
SYMBOLISM AND FUNCTIONING
Dubbe and van
In the interpretation of symbols, there hardly is an animal that is viewed more contradictorily than the serpent / grass snake. Due to its presumed But John survived, restored the men to life and converted the high priest. The chalice came to symbolise the Christian faith, and the dragon-Satan. " 26 One can notice that some 15th-16th century engravings depict a snake in St John's chalice, while others show a long-tailed winged creature more reminiscent of a dragon (Fig. 15 ).
One of the earlier known chandeliers with serpent arms is held at the Museo del Bargello in Italy ( Fig. 16) . 27 As is common for mediaeval suspended lighting fixtures, it belongs to the ring-shaped type and is dated by Italian researchers to the 15th century. The didactic meaning of the serpent motif in this artefact is not obvious.
Christian interpretation of the serpent/dragon
can be seen in bronze chandeliers made by masters in the Gothic period. New York's Metropolitan Museum holds a replica of a chandelier produced Fig. 14. Chandelier Tt-1699, 19c , 1933 -1934 . Reproduced from: Supruniuk, Anna, and Mirosław Adam Supruniuk. Uniwersytet Stefana Batorego w Wilnie w fotografiach 1919 -1939 . Toruń: Wydawnictwo Naukowe UMK, 2009 in the Dinant region (Belgium) in 1450 (Fig. 17) . Synagogues in Lithuania used to have not one but several or even a dozen chandeliers which were not ritualistic but performed the lighting and decorative function. Some of them were decorated with symbols typical of Jewish art. One such chandelier is held at Fig. 16. Chandelier, 14c. Tuscany, Italy. The Bargello National Museum. Reproduced from: Mariacher, Giovanni. Lampade e lampadari in Italia: dal Quattrocento all'Ottocento. Milano: A. Vallardi, 1981 : 95 Fig. 17. Copy of chandelier made in Dinant region (Belgium) in 1450 . The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, obj. No. 1975 .1.1421 the NMKČDM (Inv. No. Tt-1707) and another one at the Trakai History Museum. The latter has been described in the virtual catalogue Historical Chandeliers in Lithuania. 28 However, universally fashionable chandeliers were also used to light synagogues.
As can be seen from the valuable catalogue of icono- Moses and asked him to pray that the Lord would take away the snakes. Instructed by the Lord, Moses made a bronze snake and put it up on a pole, so that when anyone was bitten by a snake and looked at the bronze snake, they lived. " (Fig. 19) . 31 . 19. Moses And The Brazen Serpent. Plaque, 1160. The Victoria and Albert Museum, London, obj. No. M.59-1952 only confirm that the area of distribution of these chandeliers has not been sufficiently explored and the subject is still waiting for further research.
Referring to research data of foreign historians and surviving iconographic material in Lithuania, it is obvious that chandeliers with symbolic serpent arms were not specially meant for interiors of a single specific type, but were used in different sacral and secular public and private interiors both in the Netherlands and in Lithuania. The functioning of these chandeliers in prayer houses of various denominations was possibly determined by the universal interpretation of the serpent symbol. paaiškėjo, kad elegantiškai susirangusios gyvatės motyvas sietynų šakose turi būti siejamas su Amsterdame 1598-1638 m. aktyviai dirbusio liejiko Hanso Rogierso pavarde.
Straipsnyje pirmą kartą atskleidžiamos sietynų su gyvatės formos šakomis ištakos Vakarų Europoje ir galimi jų keliai į Lietuvą, analizuojami Lietuvoje išlikę ir neišlikę pavyzdžiai, jų raida ir datavimo niuansai. Nagrinėjama sietynų su gyvatės dekoru funkcionavimo erdvė, paliečiama simbolikos tema. Straipsniu siekiama įvertinti ir pristatyti Lietuvoje išlikusius gyvatės formos sietynus.
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